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hey thanks!



explore
more

#nohowtos



the practice is 
the purpose?



change
(v) to make different, 
modify, transform, replace

merriam-webster.com/dictionary/change



laid off
childbirth
the roof is leaking
stock market crash
kids gone to university
death of a family member
co-worker drama
lose a ton of weight
commute to work
spiritual crisis



hr initiatives
product pivots

reorganizations
new management

organizational cadences
test driven development

agile transformations
planning events

ci/cd retooling
scaled agile



practice
(v) perform repeatedly to 
become proficient

(n) actual application of 
principles

merriam-webster.com/dictionary/practice



scrum
visibility

prioritization
decision making

test driven development
big room planning

reorganizations
retrospectives

estimation
stand ups



purpose
(n) an object or end to be 
attained
(goals, intentions, resolutions, 
determinations)

merriam-webster.com/dictionary/purpose



retain users
attract talent

because i look good
clear business problems

some guy made some cartoons
customer asked for it

we’re hiring... a lot
must go faster

get cheaper
do more



purpose  /  change  /  practice 

why      /      what      /      how



“the brutal fact is 
that about 70% of 
all change initiatives 
fail.”

cracking the code of change
hbr.org

https://hbr.org/2000/05/cracking-the-code-of-change



why is change so 
hard?



linkedin.com/sjaccaud@
jackodrummer



a journey



truth





volition…

...but not blind faith



practice



change
my subconscious



thoughts

feelings emotions

beliefs

actionsenvironment

pay my taxes



thoughts

feelings emotions

beliefs

actionsenvironment

lose weight



business 
need

intentions blind faith

behaviors 
& habits

culture 
& valuesbeliefs

try kanban



business 
need

intentions blind faith

behaviors 
& habits

culture 
& valuesbeliefs

re-org



business 
need

intentions blind faith

behaviors 
& habits

culture 
& valuesbeliefs

scaling



business 
need

blind 
faith

intentions

behaviors 
& habits

culturebeliefs



intention 
/ volition

practice habit

experience

wisdombelieve

scaling



how can we have 
faith in something 

we haven’t 
experienced yet?



what can we try & 
explore?



is changing your 
goals enough?



goals are win / lose



goals only set a 
direction…

put happiness off til 
the next milestone



do your systems & 
processes support 
change?



“you don’t rise to 
your goals, you fall 
to your systems.”

James Clear
Atomic Habits



goals are for 
winning the game…

systems, processes 
& practices are for 

staying in the game



“do the right 
things.. the 
score will take 
care of itself.”

bill walsh
coach, sf 49ers



does your environment 
enable change?



who’s likely to save $$$?

vs.



make cues of good habits visible



what’s your team 
identity?



identity
world view
craftsmanship
culture
trust
speech

3

outcomes
goals
objectives
milestones

1

systems
processes

habits
rituals

environment

2

layers of change



are we a team who...



delivers on commitments
is resilient

believes in improvement
collaborates

has each other’s backs
leads by example

takes challenges head on
experiments often



leaders must lead 
change



discuss a change you 
face
● environments
● identity
● culture
● systems
● practices
● goals



linkedin.com/sjaccaud@
jackodrummer

thanks!


